
Celebrating Team 
Scott Pilgrim - Devotional Leader Notes



This devotional video has been designed with your team in mind. This session will guide your 
group through a devotion time on the topic of celebrating team with the following timestamp 
options available.  

 0:00 - 4:00 - 1 Corinthians 12:14-19 (MSG) 

 I want you to think about how all this makes you more significant, not less.  
A body isn’t just a single part blown up into something huge.  

It’s all the different-but-similar parts arranged and functioning together.  
If Foot said, “I’m not elegant like Hand, embellished with rings; I guess I don’t belong  
to this body,” would that make it so?  

If Ear said, “I’m not beautiful like Eye, limpid and expressive; I don’t deserve a place  
on the head,” would you want to remove it from the body?  

If the body was all eye, how could it hear? If all ear, how could it smell?  
As it is, we see that God has carefully placed each part of the body right where he wanted it. 

But I also want you to think about how this keeps your significance from getting blown up into  
self-importance. For no matter how significant you are, it is only because of what you are a part of. 



 4:00 - 11:54 Team Discussion 
Break into groups for a leader discussion using the questions below.  
A 5 minute countdown will appear on screen to keep groups on track. 

  Leader Discussion Questions: 
   
  Share about a team you were in as a child or teen. 
   
  What is one thing you celebrate today about your team? 
   

 11:55 - 14:46 Team culture principles 
  How can I be proactively building team in this season? 

 14:46 - 19:46 Prayer Time 
Break into groups to pray. A 5 minute countdown will appear on screen. 

  
 19:47 Closing Poem 

  
 Reflective Question: How can I be proactively building team in this season? 


